Objectives: High frequency oscillations have been suggested as a correlate of cognitive processes and have recently also been implicated in aberrant forms of information processing. The present study investigated whether magnetoencephalographic (MEG) gamma band activity (20±71 Hz) can serve as an index of cognitive processes in the absence of external stimulation and to what extent gamma activity differs between healthy people and schizophrenia patients.
Introduction
High frequency electromagnetic activity (.20 Hz), also referred to as the gamma band, has repeatedly been shown to be a correlate of a wide range of cognitive processes, both in animals (e.g. Gray et al., 1989; Singer and Gray, 1995) and in man (Mu Èller et al., 1996; Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand, 1999 ). An increase in gamma band activity has been observed when`gestalt' like stimuli (Tallon et al., 1995; Keil et al., 1999) are processed. Moreover, gamma band activity may be modulated by attentional demands (Gruber et al., 1999; Mu Èller, 1998 Mu Èller, , 2000 and by memory load during the delay phase of a working memory task and may thus index rehearsal processes in memory (TallonBaudry et al., 1998) . In language processing, the synchronized ®ring of cell assemblies at high frequencies has been shown to be sensitive to manipulations of word-class and lexical categories (Pulvermu Èller, 1999) .
In studies investigating the role of high frequency activity in cognitive processes, gamma band is generally induced by the manipulation of physical stimuli. There is a lack of evidence that an increase of gamma activity can be induced by a cognitive task in the absence of external stimulation as would be expected if gamma activity were an ubiquitous index of cognitive processes in humans. Still, in the absence of any kind of external stimulation, coherent ®ring in the gamma range has been observed. Llinas and colleagues (Llinas and Pare, 1991; Llinas and Ribary, 1993) demonstrated the occurrence of coherent high frequency activity during REM sleep but not in non-REM sleep in humans. Furthermore, they conjectured that such activity may be generally related to information processing and conscious experience (Llinas et al., 1998) and speculated that abnormal states of consciousness and experiences in the absence of external input, such as hallucinations, might be accom-
